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Across  
    

1 City in Bavaria and scene of Black September  25 Latin for this (ad) 

 operation during 1972 Olympic Games (also  26 Reflections in a Golden … Largely forgotten 

 execrable Stephen Spielberg film depicting   1967 John Huston film notable for arresting  

 sadistic aftermath memorable for what has   amber look and extraordinary performance 

 been called the worst sex scene in American   by Marlon Brando as repressed homosexual  

 cinema history)  army major (married to Elizabeth Taylor) 

6 Urdu for crown (Mahal etc.) 28 Burgeoning genre of airport fiction for  

9 Two-door vehicle with cargo tray known for  largely female readership 

 congregating in world record numbers at  30 Latin for sorrowful (Mater, Via) 

 annual Deni “muster” 32 Political philosophy associated with Margaret 

10 “But most thro’ midnight streets I hear /   Thatcher, Ronald Reagan and Jeff Kennett 

 How the youthful Harlots curse / Blasts the    (deregulation, dismantling of welfare state, 

 new-born Infants tear / And blights with   extension of ethos of competitive markets into 

 plagues the Marriage …” Blake London  all areas of life) to remedy stagflation of 70s 

12 Wilderness between Jerusalem and Jericho 
 

Down 
 where Jesus was tempted by the Devil (and 

 the Good Samaritan helped the man who fell 1 One engaged in struggle on behalf of (or  

 among robbers in timeless parable answering   against the enemies of) Islam to attain a 

 question “Who is my neighbour?”)  praiseworthy goal (fusion with God, justice 

14 Emperor of Ethiopia worshipped as God by  for Palestine etc.) 

 Jamaicans (mostly high) (initials) 2 “Maori western” of 1983 with charismatic, 

15 Rosy Crucifixion (initials)  ex-con star Anzac Wallace as rogue soldier 

16 … … in the NT Ribald campaign for tourism   in colonial New Zealand (with rave reviews 

 in Northern Territory by edgy new ad agency   from Quentin Tarantino and Pauline Kael) 

 with extensive merch aimed at youth market  3 Irish dissident hanged in Melbourne in 1880  

17 Famous street in San Francisco (in 60s)  (first name) 

21 Affirmatory interjection used frequently by 4 Argentinian revolutionary assassinated in  

 Japanese conveying groveling politeness  Bolivia in 1967 (first name) 

22 Formal charge of a serious criminal offense 5 Attractive male celebrity arousing intense  

 (inciting an insurrection etc.)  romantic ardour in female admirers such Zac  

24 Dawn Davenport or Don Dunstan (initials)  Efron, Tyrone Power or Zayn 

 

13.9 (contd.) 
 

Down (contd.)  
    

6 Hard-boiled private investigator role played 21 Eric Bana role (not affable kickboxer Con  

 by Frank Sinatra in 60s (Lady in Cement etc.)   Petropoulos, mythical king Uther Pendragon, 

 (initials)  psychopath Chopper Reed or tortured Mossad 

7 School of American art of early 20th century  agent Avner Kaufman) (or troubled policeman 

 with aesthetic of gritty realism  Aaron Falk haunted by murky past in remote  

8 Crafty, sly or intriguing; given to casuistry,   outback town) 

 equivocation and dissembling in a manner 23 Towering figure of modern British sculpture  

 historically associated with powerful, elite   whose late works Clement Greenberg said  

 sect (see 20 down)  looked like outsized turds 

11 Political organization led by Nelson Mandela  27 Capital of 17th century Japan in period of  

 officially removed from the US terrorism   Tokugawa shogunate 

 watch list in 2008 (1, 1, 1) 28 2019 Netflix horror film about hyper-allergic  

13 Animal skin worn by Athena (often depicted  bubble boy (SPOILER AHEAD) revealed at 

 with Gorgon’s head and emitting terrifying  end to be child of Satan (48% approval rating 

 sound in battle) or alternatively shield of  on Rotten Tomatoes) 

 Zeus (conferring protection or patronage) 29 … ibn Maryam Penultimate prophet and 

18 Capp, Gibb, Griffiths, Williams, Warhol,   messenger of God in Islam 

 Randy etc. 31 Oslo (or Ottolenghi) lunch (initials) 

19 Irish diaspora (initials)   

20 Divisive candidate in 2016 US presidential   16 Jan 2021 

 election described by Justin Raimondo as   

 eliciting either “revulsion or ennui” (and by    

 Professor Norman Finkelstein memorably as    

 “the monster married to the other monster”)   

 (unsuccessful) (initials)   

    
 


